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Medical Card Required For
Jockeys, Exercise Riders

MTHA Now
Providing
Custom
Towels For
Stakes

The Maryland Thoroughbred Horsemen’s
Association will be providing custom saddle
towels for stakes—other than those on Preakness weekend—in Maryland beginning July 2
at Laurel Park.
The MTHA Board of Directors at a meeting in May discussed the idea as part of an
ongoing effort to improve the racing experience for owners. Organizers of the Mid-Atlantic Thoroughbred Championships Series
(MATCH) this year began putting each horse’s
name and the MATCH logo on the saddle towels for all series stakes.
The upgraded saddle towels for most
stakes will feature logos for the Maryland
Jockey Club, stakes race name and Beyond
the Wire, Maryland’s Thoroughbred aftercare
program. The connections of each horse will
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Jockeys and exercise
riders will be required
at all times to have on
their person a MedStar
Emergency Card while
on the track for racing or
morning training effective July 1, 2022.
The card, which will
be available through the
Maryland Horsemen’s
Health System, will list
a person’s name, address, phone number, date of birth, emergency
contact and phone number, agent and agent’s
phone number, any allergies, and their employer if applicable. Also required is a list of current
medications and confirmation of any medical
conditions.
The card provides a contact number for
filing workers’ compensation claims under the
Maryland Jockey Injury Compensation Fund.

The card must be
attached to a rider’s
safety vest under regulations promulgated by
the Horseracing Integrity and Safety Authority
(HISA) Racetrack Safety
Program, which began
July 1, 2022. The card
will be required at any
racetrack that falls under
HISA.
“The information on
the emergency cards is part of the new HISA
regulations, but this is also about best practices,” said Dr. Kelly Ryan, a MedStar physician
who helps manage the Horsemen’s Health System. “It’s critically important that medical personnel have quick access to a rider’s information in case of an emergency.”
Cards and plastic coverings will be available through Diana Pinones at the MTHA office.

Communication, Consistency
Stressed At Track Surface Meeting
A meeting to provide an update on the racing surfaces at Laurel Park included a discussion on ensuring trainers and regulatory veterinarians regularly communicate when horses are
injured during training hours.
During the June 29 meeting hosted by the
Maryland Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association and held via Zoom, several trainers said
they’ve had horses suffer injuries—some minor
and others more serious—during training hours
at Laurel. Trainer Lacey Gaudet, a member of
the MTHA Board of Directors, said some trainers are scared to breeze horses, and that some
horses “don’t come back well” after doing so.
Mike Rogers, Acting President of the Maryland Jockey Club, said the MJC is “not getting
that information in real time. A few trainers

voluntarily report right away but obviously others do not. The data will help identify problems
and modify (surface) maintenance practices.
We’re clearly trying to look for trends.”
David Hayden, a member of the Maryland
Racing Commission, said at least one trainer
indicated he was unaware of the need to report injuries as well as the status of the horses.
Hayden suggested redesigning a “departure
form”—used when horses leave the premises—
to include where a horse is going and the name
of the attending veterinarian, who can provide
health information on a horse. That information
can then be given to the association and regulatory veterinarians.
Continued on Page 3

Towels, Continued

HISA Provides Update On
Select Safety Rules
The Horseracing Integrity and Safety Authority June 24 provided the following update
regarding enforcement of its Racetrack Safety
Program rules and registration requirements.

Rule 2276. Horseshoes

New horseshoe requirements will not be
enforced until Aug. 1, 2022, to ensure adequate
inventory of HISA-compliant horseshoes.
Rule 2281. Riding crop specifications
The riding crop specification rule will not
be enforced until Aug. 1, 2022, to enable adequate inventory of HISA-compliant crops. (Note:
Rule 2280. Use of riding crop will be enforced
July 1, 2022.

Rule 2143. Racehorse monitoring

Enforcement of the HISA vaccination requirements is delayed until Jan. 1, 2023, to allow horses to be vaccinated with previously
un-required vaccines at times that do not interfere with training and racing schedules. HISA
vaccines must be administered by Jan. 1, 2023.
(Note: HISA vaccination requirements are in addition to all state and racetrack vaccine requirements; therefore, all state and racetrack requirements still apply.)

Rule 2261. Transfer
of claimed horse records

When a horse is successfully claimed by a
new trainer, the previous trainer must transfer
trainer records to the new trainer within three
days of transfer of the horse to the new trainer.
(Note: Trainer records include only records of
medical, therapeutic, and surgical treatments
and procedures. Required records do not include other materials related to training techniques or protocols.
The veterinary treatment records submitted
to HISA by the attending veterinarian are associated with the horse’s data record and as such,
they travel with the horse. As soon as the designated owner and/or responsible person (usually
the trainer) are changed in the HISA system, the
new designated owner and responsible person
will have access to the veterinary treatment records of the claimed horse.
However, the trainer treatment records, which
are only required to be maintained by the train-

er—and not submitted by the trainer unless specifically requested by HISA—would be transferred
according to the following process:
a. The claiming clerk will process the claim,
changing the responsible person and/or designated owner to the new designated owner and/
or responsible person (in the HISA system).
b. A message will be sent to both the current responsible person and the new designated
owner and/or responsible person (using the
HISA messaging system) directing the process
for transfer of trainer treatment records.
c. The current responsible person will be
directed to a claim form on the HISA website
for listing all treatments performed on the horse
within the last 60 days, including medical, therapeutic, and surgical treatments.
d. The current responsible person will send
the completed claim form to the new designated
owner and/or responsible person outside of the
HISA system. For example, the current responsible person obtains the contact information of the
new designated owner/responsible person from
the claiming clerk so they can email the form.
e. A message will be sent to the new designated owner and/or responsible person asking
them to confirm receipt of the horse records.
Additional technological innovations may further facilitate the process. (Note: Trainers are
not required to maintain nor transfer horse
training records, nor are they required to transfer records created prior to July 1. Therefore, if
a horse is claimed on July 15, trainers are only
expected to transfer 15 days of records.

Rule 2271. Prohibited practices

The following are prohibited practices:
(d) Thermocautery including but not limited
to pin firing and freeze firing, or application of
any substance to cause vesiculation or blistering
of the skin, or a counter-irritant effect.
• The prohibition on pin firing and freeze
firing applies only to the dorsal surface of the
third metacarpal/metatarsal bones (“shins”).
This prohibition will apply beginning with the
foal crop of 2022; it will not apply to horses
foaled prior to 2022.
• Pin firing and freeze firing of other structures is not prohibited.

be notified that the saddle towels are a gift
and should be taken after a horse is unsaddled.
The personalized saddle towels have
been popular with MATCH Series participants, some of whom have ordered extras
after the race, particularly when there are
multiple partners.
In conjunction with the personalized
saddle towels, the MTHA has launched
an online store at which merchandise can
be ordered. The site (mdhorsemen.com/
store) initially will offer personalized saddle towels; custom caps with a Maryland
horse and MTHA logos; and personalized
MATCH Series caps and bronze trophies.
It is expected additional merchandise
will be added in the future. Proceeds from
sales will benefit Beyond the Wire.

• Application of any substance to cause
vesiculation or blistering of the skin or a counterirritant effect is prohibited on all structures.
f) Use of electrical medical therapeutic devices including magnetic wave therapy, laser,
electro-magnetic blankets, boots, electro-shock,
or any other electrical devices that may produce
an analgesic effect within 48 hours of a training
activity or of the start of the published post time
for which a Horse is scheduled to race.
• ‘Analgesic effect’ means a pain-masking
effect that would compromise the ability to determine a horse’s soundness. Therefore, those
modalities may be used for other purposes.
• ‘Training activity’ means a published
high-speed work.

Rule 9000. Registration

(a) Registration requirement for covered
persons. A covered person as defined by 15
USC §3051(6) shall register with the authority
in accordance with this rule on the Horseracing Integrity and Safety Authority website at
https://portal.hisausapps.org/registration.
• Enforcement of the requirement to register under Rule 9000(a) began on July 2, 2022,
the day after the program effective date of July
1, 2022.
• Any person who has registered with HISA
may request to be unregistered by sending an
email with the request to HISA at unregister@
hisaus.org. A person shall be deemed unregistered immediately upon HISA’s receipt of the
email according to the date stamp on the email.

Match Series
Returns To Laurel
Park In July
The Mid-Atlantic Thoroughbred Championships Series (MATCH) will reach its midpoint July 16 when Laurel Park hosts stakes
in all four 2022 divisions.
The Saturday program will feature the
$150,000 Frank J. DeFrancis Memorial Dash
(3-Year-Olds and Up Sprint—Dirt division),
$100,000 Alma North Stakes (Filly and
Mare Sprint—Dirt division), $100,000 Prince
George’s County Stakes (3-Year-Olds and Up
Long—Turf division) and $100,000 Big
Dreyfus Stakes (Filly and Mare
Long—Turf division).
With five series
legs this year, the third
leg offers those with
starts in the first two
legs of their respective divisions an opportunity to qualify
for bonus money. A minimum of three starts
is required.
The bonus money distribution offers
up to $92,500 per division and $30,000
for the overall champion by points. For
each division, first place pays $30,000 to
the owner and $15,000 to the trainer; for
second, $20,000/$10,000; and for third,
$10,000/$7,500. For the overall champion, the
owner receives an additional $20,000 and the
trainer $10,000.
The Maryland Horse Breeders Association, Pennsylvania Horse Breeders Association and Virginia Thoroughbred Association
have each agreed to offer $5,000 bonuses
to breeders based on the performances of

horses in the series for a potential total of
$30,000. Pennsylvania and Virginia will recognized the top male and female state-bred
runners by overall points earned, while
Maryland will award bonuses to the top
Maryland-bred and Maryland-sired runners
by overall points earned.
Kaylasaurus, owned by Bush Racing Stable, Liberty House Racing, Blackridge Stables
and George Saufley, currently leads the overall standings with 15 points based
on a first and a third in the
first two legs of the Filly
and Mare Sprint—Dirt
division. She is expected to compete
in the Alma North.
William Pape’s
Deciding Vote, who
has a first and a fourth in the first two legs of
the Filly and Mare Long—Turf division, is second in the overall standings with 13 points.
Others with two starts so far in the series include HnR Nothhaft Racing’s Prodigy Doll (9
points in the Filly and Mare Sprint—Dirt division) and Timory Ridall’s Tic Tic Tic Boom
(8 points in the Filly and Mare Long—Turf
division).
There are six horses with 10 points after one start: Eons, High Opinion, Ny Traffic,
Fille d’Esprit, Disco Pharoah and Chez Pierre.
At least a few are expected for the Laurel
stakes.
Entries for the July 16 program will taken
Wednesday, July 13.

Show Your Pride
Stop in the MTHA office at
Laurel Park to pickup a free
Maryland racehorse sticker.
Meeting, Continued
Regarding the surface, Track Superintendent Chris Bosley said a representative of Racing Surfaces Testing Laboratory was on site the
third week of June to shoot grades, take dirt
samples and perform a depth analysis. He said
the Laurel Park surface was deemed in compliance with the Horseracing Integrity and Safety
Authority’s Racetrack Safety Program, which
was launched July 1.
“There are always a few things we can do
a little better,” Bosley said, “but for our current
meet we are compliant with HISA.”
In response to feedback from jockeys and
trainers on the consistency of the dirt surface
during morning training, Bosley said the maintenance crew began watering the surface after
the first break, not just after the second break,
depending on the weather and track conditions.
“It’s definitely something you will see us
continue to do,” Bosley said. “Whatever we are
doing, we want to be consistent with it. Obviously the weather will dictate that, but the more
we get into a rhythm and do the same things
day in and day out, the better it will be.”
“We want to make sure the track is kind
and safe,” Rogers said. “I won’t cut any costs.
Whatever has to be done, I’ll do it.”
The goal is to hold meetings on the Maryland racing surfaces every few weeks going
forward. Participants will work on improving
the information reporting system based on
Hayden’s suggestion and those of others.
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MARYLAND THOROUGHBRED AFTERCARE
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and enriching placement of retired
Maryland-based racehorses and
provide education and advocacy
surrounding this issue.
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